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PGA golfer Phil Mickelson has never been
known as an athletic specimen. Despite his
38 career PGA Tour wins, the 6'3,
200-pounder doesn't look the part of an elite
athlete. He's dealt with weight problems
throughout his career. His reputation as one
who struggles with his health was
exacerbated recently, after his battle with
psoriatic arthritis was revealed. Fortunately,
he's been able to successfully counter it.

His form of arthritis is an inflammatory skin
disorder which causes the immune system
to attack joints and tendons, causing and
produces intense pain. It was clear his
game suffered from it.

Still reveling in his third career win at The
Masters in April, Mickelson woke up in
extreme discomfort June 12 — five days
before the start of the U.S. Open. A
fourth-place finish there masked the pain he
endured; it took anti-inflammatories and a
great deal of stretching for Mickelson to play
each day; however, he played just four
tournaments from then until September and performed poorly at them.

There were days he couldn't practice because he was in so much pain. This isn't to mention his wife
and mother were each dealing with breast cancer. He was understandably as fatigued mentally as
he was pained physically.

In order to combat the arthritis, he's taken a drug called Enbrel, manufactured by Pfizer. The
company formed a celebrity partnership with Mickelson to raise awareness for the disease, which
pharmabiz.com reports afflicts roughly 600,000 Americans.

It's unclear exactly how Mickelson was hit with psoriatic arthritis. Pharmabiz.com explains the
disease is caused by an overactive immune system. WebMD Health News reported in July a study
from the University of Utah School of Medicine that showed obesity at age 18 was a predictor for
developing the disease. The study found 20 percent of the study's overweight or obese participants
developed the disease by 35; Mickelson is 40.

I'm not sure what Mickelson's weight was at 18. What's important is he has managed the disease
and found a way to counter it. Now, he's back to practicing at a regular rate. As a golf fan, I hope he
continues to light up golf courses around the country. More importantly, I hope his health problems
are in the rear view mirror.
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